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WholeBody™ Massage Chair

Control just about everything but your excitement.
Work. Traffic. The dog eating your tax refund. It’s impossible to control all of life’s stress, but you now have full
control of a great way to alleviate it. The Human Touch® HT-3300 massage chair makes it easy to customize its
every movement to satisfy your every whim.
Choose from three 15-minute auto massage programs - Sore Muscle Relief, Stress Therapy and Back Wellness.
Human Touch® WholeBody™ Massage Chairs delivers a therapeutic head-to-toe massage. The patented and
proprietary Figure-Eight™ technology used to drive its robotic rollers uniquely delivers a massage experience
unlike any other. The foot and calf massager shares these exclusive mechanics, enabling it to introduce oxygenrich blood to the legs, reviving tired muscles. So sit back and relax. With the beautifully designed HT-3300,
your comfort, stress and wellness are well under control.
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More Features For More Comfort

MASSAGE CONTROLLER –
It’s all at your fingertips

Penetrating Neck
Massage

Head Pillow

Power Recline
Vertical Massage Range Adjustment
Contoured
Backrest
Oak Accented
Armrests

Durable Synthetic
Leather Upholstery

Foot and Calf Massager
Recline/Incline

Stylish Oval Base

3 Auto-Massage Programs

45”

Part number:
28”

DIMENSIONS

Rotating, Multi-Speed
Foot and Calf Massager

100-3300-001 (Black -Performance PU)
100-3300-002 (Espresso -Performance PU)

44”

5-Year Limited Warranty

68”

Art meets state of the art

Beauty goes well beyond skin deep with the HT-3300. This remarkable chair contains the
most advanced Human Touch® technology in a sleek, colorful design that fits any room.

ROTATING, MULTI-SPEED
FOOT AND CALF MASSAGER
Tight muscles have nowhere to
hide. A powerful three-dimensional
massage works feet and calves like
a professional massage therapist.

POWER RECLINE
With the push of a button, the HT-3300
reclines to a 170-degree angle.

4 PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE TECHNIQUES
Target any of the four expert massage techniques to
your back’s own trouble spots, for powerful, therapeutic
relief. Massage techniques include Rolling, Kneading,
Percussion and Compression.

3 INVIGORATING AUTO MASSAGE
PROGRAMS
We’ve even taken the pain out of choosing which
massage is right for you. Select from Sore Muscle
Relief, Stress Therapy or Back Wellness for a
15-minute program that combines expert massage
techniques to treat your specific needs.
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